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Address Archibiz Connections Pte. Ltd.
9 Yio Chu Kang Road #02-29  
Kovan Centre, 
Singapore 545523

Country Singapore

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
With our global manufacturing and distribution networks, we are able to offer an extensive range of products including: - Float Glass - Clear, Tinted,
Anti-Reflection Glass Reflective Glass - Blue, Green, Golden & Bronze. Processed Glass - Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated, Insulated
Glazing Units. High Performance Glass - Low-E, Hard Coated and Sputter Coated Glass Ceramic Frit (Solid Color/Patterned) Clear Patterned/Figured
Glass - Nashiji, Mislite etc. Silvered Coated Figured Glass - Winner / Masterlinge etc. Chemical Etched / Acid / Frosted Glass Copper-Free Mirrors /
Silver Coated Mirrors Besides Glass products, we also supply Aluminium Composite Panels.
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